
“The hospitality was fantastic. We had a great group of folks and everyone seemed to gel well. The meals were fantastic. The guide was great.  
I had a really great time.” –Steve W., Texas

We’ve been going down to Venice almost as long as we’ve been doing Signature Outdoor Adventures. The fishing is world class, but that’s not 
the only thing that keeps us coming back. The food, hospitality, captains and customer service are off the charts. It’s made this event one of 
most popular events over the years, and is now why we do four weeks back-to-back, as demand is that high.

This year was no different, but the fishing just kept getting better and better as each group arrived at the lodge. The first group battled a 
high-pressure system and full moon which really shut down the bull fishing. However, as they left and the second group arrived, the fishing 
really picked up. By the last week, we had guests stopping early because they were tired of fighting big bulls all day.

Probably one of the favorite things us hosts get to enjoy on this trip is the downtime. Since you fish till about 2-3pm, most everyone comes back 
and showers, gets ready for dinner, and hangs out. There’s always a game of pool going, and you can almost count on a corn hole tournament 
and some friendly competition every night. The laid-back nature of the Big Easy makes this trip a southern, cultural experience. Strangers 
always become great friends, and the phenomenal fishing is the icing on top.

We are already looking forward to being back down south next year because we can’t wait to show new CLUB Members what makes this trip  
so special for 4 more weeks. If you’re looking for an action-packed fishing adventure in the gulf, this one’s for you.

Adam Bender
CLUB Events Manager
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